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My Background

• 15 Years Experience

• Variety of Roles

– Business Analyst & System Analyst

– Project Manager

– Delivery Manager

– Business Architect

– Developer

• CBAP in 2009



What are we going to learn?

• Understand Use Cases basics

• Benefits of using Use Cases to support the 
requirements analysis process

• How to tailor use cases for specific situations: 
Waterfall, Agile

• Examples of successful Use Case application

• Real-time Use Case creation



The specific takeaways you’ll get

• How to quickly define scope with Use Case 
Diagrams

• How to create quick Activity Diagrams to 
model Use Cases

• How to select the right style of Use Cases for 
your circumstance



WHAT PROBLEM ARE WE TRYING 
TO SOLVE?

Use Cases



The problem
Text requirements often lack context 
leading to confusion among the team, 
slow projects, and unsatisfied sponsors

con·text ˈkäntekst/

• noun

• the circumstances that form 
the setting for an event, 
statement, or idea, and in 
terms of which it can be fully 
understood and assessed.



Requirements out of context

• The practice of quoting out of context (sometimes 
referred to as "contextomy" and quote mining), is an 
informal fallacy and a type of false attribution in 
which a passage is removed from its surrounding 
matter in such a way as to distort its intended 
meaning.

If the customer selects to view the account transaction history within 
their Account Detail
THEN the solution will present a complete transaction history list for 
the account 
•   Last 4 digits of the account number
•   Transaction Date (memo) or Transaction Posting Date (posted)
•   Transaction Amount 



The more 
requirements there 

are, the more we 
need to understand 
how they relate to 

each other



Problems on Agile teams

How do we know when 
we are done?

How does one small 
slice of work fit into the 
bigger picture?



Problems on Waterfall teams

Quantity and scope are 
difficult to consume.

Requirements are 
missed even with long 
analysis phase.



The solution

• Use Cases provide a flexible mechanism to 
organize and contextualize requirements

“To get to the heart of what a system must do, 
you should focus on who, (or what) will use it, 
and then look at what the system must do for 
them to help them achieve something useful”

- Ivar Jacobson



BABOK Guidance

• Techniques
– Use Cases – 10.47 

• Tasks: Maintain, Specify and Model, Measure Solution 
Performance

– Functional Decomposition (Use Case Diagram) – 10.22
• Tasks: Plan Approach, Trace, Maintain, Analyze Current State, 

Define Future State, Define Change Strategy, Specify and 
Model, Define Requirements Architecture

• Agile Extension - Techniques
– See the Whole

– Think as a Customer

– Get Real using Examples



BASICS
Use Cases



Use case myth busters

• Use cases are heavy documentation
– Flexible – size-to-fit

• Use cases don’t work on Agile projects
– Work in any project methodology

• Use cases are intended for software functions
– Not technology specific

• System = any set of connected things or parts forming a 
complex whole

• Use cases are detailed design
– requirements, not design



What are use cases?

Describe all the ways of using a system to 
achieve a particular goal for a user

– A PDD Attendee 

is the user or actor

– Goal is to Register for 

for the PDD



What are use cases?

Composed of Use Case Diagrams and Use Case 
Narratives

Use Case Diagram

Basic Flow
1. Choose to Register
2. Assess Attendance Availability
3. Provide Registration Details
4. Provide Payment
5. Display Confirmation Details

Alternative Flows
A1 No Attendance Availability
A2 Duplicate Registrant
A3 Payment Failed
A4 Registration Failed

Use Case Narrative: Register



UML

• Unified Modeling Language

• Picture is worth a thousand words

• Collection of symbols 

• Powerful enough to represent any concept in 
Object Oriented Design

• Use Cases represented in Activity Diagrams 
and Use Case Diagrams



Use Case Diagram



Activity Diagram



HISTORY
Use Cases



Ivar Jacobson
• 1986 – first usage 

scenarios

• 1992 – published first 
book on Use Case 
design

• 2011 – Use Case 2.0

History

Alistair Cockburn
• 2000 – published 

Writing Effective Use 
Cases

• 2001 – co-author of 
Agile Manifesto 

• 2008 – UseCases.org

Martin Fowler
• 1998 – Use and Abuse 

Cases

• 2000 – Published XP 
Programming

• 2003 – UML Distilled 
(3ed)

• Integrating use cases 
with user stories

The Father The IntegratorDeveloper View



Ivar’s Contributions

• Started developing in late 1960’s at Ericsson

• Introduced to Object Oriented Programming 
community

– Incorporation of Unified Modeling Language (UML)

– 1992 – Co-author of Object-Oriented Software Engineering 
- A Use Case Driven Approach

– Rational Unified Process



Ivar’s Contributions

Use Case 2.0 Introduced

A SCALABLE AGILE PRACTICE TO CAPTURE REQUIREMENTS

• In some cases user stories are enough, but not when the 
number of user stories begins to grow, or when you develop 
enterprise systems for banks, insurance, telecom operations, 
defense or other large scale or regulated industries. If you do 
develop in these environments, you may be:
– wrestling with a big pile of technical stories but scrambling to see the big 

picture and associated business value
– drowning under the number of tiny stories in your backlogs and struggling 

to set priorities
– struggling to create and maintain easily accessible and lightweight 

documentation for support and maintenance
– finding it difficult to understand and manage your growing set of 

test assets.



Fowler’s Contributions

• Critiques of what Use Cases started to become

“I’ve seen several projects get into difficulties by putting too 
much effort into structuring the use cases. Following Jacobson’s 
work, the UML uses a pair of relationships between use cases: 
uses and extends. These can be useful, but I’ve more often seen 
them cause trouble—especially the uses relationship. In such 
cases, the analysts take a fairly coarse grained use case and 
break it down into sub-use cases. Each sub-use case can be 
further broken down, usually until you reach some kind of 
elemental use case, which seems atomic to some degree.”



Alistair’s Contributions

“Prepare for Multiple Formats….

• There cannot be just one template for a use case. 

• In Writing Effective Use Cases, I name three degrees of detail in writing 
use cases:

– The use case brief consists of two to four sentences summarizing the use case. 
It fits well in a spreadsheet cell, and allows the other columns in the 
spreadsheet to record business priority, technical complexity, release number, 
and other planning information.

– The casual use case consists of a few paragraphs of text, covering the items 
mentioned above.

– The fully dressed use case features the long template with fields for 
stakeholders, minimum guarantees, postconditions, business rules, 
performance constraints, and so on.

• The point is that multiple requirements forms will always be present, and 
multiple levels of formality will always be needed.”



What this history shows…

• Remember what is important:

– Describe the user goal in a manner that can be easily consumed by your 
audience

1970's 1980's 1990's 2000's 2010's 2020's

2002 Agile Manifesto

Use Cases have 
been around a long 

time

Grew to be 
very complex

Evolved into 
flexible 

framework

1992 Use Cases with 
OOD Published

Initial 
Conception

Stabilize



CASE STUDIES
Use Cases



Case study #1 – Waterfall

• Project: Build a new online feature for a 
customer to report a fraudulent transaction

• Business: Banking

• Highly regulated, large complex systems, 
distributed teams

• Mandated BRD template for requirements



Approach for Waterfall

• Functional requirements and use cases fit into 
required template (BRD)
– Many use cases linked in one document

– Supporting requirements grouped by use case

• Cockburn’s “casual” use case

• Use case narrative depicted in Activity 
Diagram only to break up text

• Blueprint Requirements Management Tool, 
MS Word



Waterfall Example
Requirement Description

Multiple entry points to the function must be 
provided to the user
• From Account Detail, by initially selecting an 
individual transaction.
• From Online Banking Dispute Center {where 
transaction has not yet been selected}
• From Online Card Replacement, {where 
transaction has not yet been selected}
• From public site to secure session Claims 
Landing Page {where transaction has not yet been 
selected}
If the customer successfully logs in to online 
banking
And they can view their account  
And the customer is in a Customer Segment of 
Consumer or Business and they are an authorized 
signer on the account
WHEN the customer views their possible actions
THEN the solution will allow the user to select 
eligible transactions for filing self-service debit 
card dispute
If the customer selects to view the account 
transaction history within their Account Detail
THEN the solution will present a complete 
transaction history list for the account 
• Last 4 digits of the account number
• Transaction Date (memo) or Transaction 
Posting Date (posted)
• Transaction Amount 



Benefits in Waterfall Case

• Organized 80+ text requirements

• Manageable & easy to consume

• Identified gaps in the requirements

• Gave a voice to each stakeholder



Case study #2 - Agile

• Project: Build online, transactional customer 
portals

• Business: Non-profit Benefit Administration

• Unstructured, small company, complex 
business rules, large scope of products

• No required set of templates for requirement 
documentation

• Speed of delivery constrained requirement 
documentation



Approach for Agile

• Early phase of new feature:
– Used Use Case diagram to gain agreement on 

scope

– Prototyping with UX designer

– Wrote use cases in parallel with prototype

• Story Mapping:
– Introduce developers to requirements 

– split use cases into stories

• Visio, MS Word, Axure, TFS →Trello



Agile Example



Benefits in Agile Case

• Identified overall scope early

• Clear idea of what done looked like

• Ultimate goals of the user

• Context for how each user story relates to 
form a whole



Use Case Exercise

• https://dashboard.genmymodel.com/projectP
roperties/_XC7t8Gb8Eeaj4o_Vw1bWAQ

https://dashboard.genmymodel.com/projectProperties/_XC7t8Gb8Eeaj4o_Vw1bWAQ


CONCLUSION
Use Cases



Mistakes people commonly make implementing 
the solution (and how to avoid them)

• Intimidated by technical concepts
– Don’t confuse functional requirements with system design

• Confuse with test cases/scenarios
– If it’s the same goal it’s a use case. Test cases and scenarios 

are different alternate flows within the use case.

• Too many low level details
– Save these for user stories or design documents
– UI, database fields, and other system specifications

• Forgetting your audience
– Don’t go too deep with UML
– Few business stakeholders will care if a use case extends 

from another use case



What you can do to take action now

• Define scope for your projects
– What goals to the user’s need to achieve?

• Organize text requirements by user goal
– What is this requirement helping the actor achieve?

• Create a narrative for achieving the user’s goals
– How will the user achieve their goals?
– What will the system need to do for the user?

• Model Use Cases to aid your requirements 
analysis process
– EVEN IF NO ONE ELSE SEES THEM



Recap

• Text requirements are necessary

• Use Cases give context to both user stories 
and to large sets of requirements

• Select the right style for your scenario 

• Always keep them straight forward, at 
audience level

• Use as working diagrams



References & Contact Info

• Ivar Jacobson
– https://www.ivarjacobson.com/software-use-case-essentials

• Alistair Cockburn
– http://alistair.cockburn.us/Use+cases%2c+ten+years+later

• Martin Fowler
– http://martinfowler.com/

• UMLDiagrams.org
• My Info

– Linkedin:  https://www.linkedin.com/in/jillianconrad

Thank You!

https://www.ivarjacobson.com/software-use-case-essentials
http://alistair.cockburn.us/Use+cases,+ten+years+later
http://martinfowler.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jillianconrad

